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By H. M. Bartholomew. If exchange-value “presents itself as a quantita- The fact of the matter is tha, 
live relation” then it is economically iuqiossible to ostentatious display of Icarnuv i'V- 
measure that quantitative relation in terms of qual- love of formula? does not km. • ' ■ '
ity; just as it is the height of economic nonsense about. He sets out to ups< < .< i ** ['ÆH\ 

N my last article I presented the arguments ad- to state that a qualitative relation, such as utility, and ends up by stating that Ua"kai “duel'
duced by the late Prof. Stanley Jcvons in favor can be measured in terms of quantity. “substantially true” when it - - ^ “diool# 1
of hi» theory of “final futility.” In that article In other words, the exchange-value of any given termine?! by labor. ' * l! uluc

Jevons spoke for himself. No attempt was made commodity cannot be determined and measured by

Article 6.
The Final Futility of Final Utility.
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,. . . ..... This professor, in his
to distort the quotations nor to drag in side issues, its “utility”—Aether that “utility” be “final” or “Matico-cconomics"

95.—Emphasis Jevons.
“The keystone of the whole Theory of Ex-
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If, on the other hand, we leave out of considéra 

change and of the principal problems of Econ- tion the use-value of commodities, they have only 
omics, lies in this proposition The ratio of one common property left .that of being products of 
exchange of any two commodities will be the labor. Can labor be measured by a quantitative 
reciprocal of the ratio of the final degrees of .standard ? It is just the quantity which we want, 
utility of the quantities of commodity available a.s the exchange of commodities is a quantitative rc- 
for consumption after the exchange is com- lation. Social human labor can be measured quan- 
pleted. Theory of I olitical Economy, p. titativcly, and quantitatively onlv ; and, by virtue of 
95— Emphasises Jevons.

Let us, in this article, examine this theory of ex
change-value in the light of economic facts, and of 
economic reasoning.

What do we know of exchange-value Î We know 
that the distinctive property of a commodity is its . 
exchange-value. And we alsb know that this ex
change-value is purely relative. A commodity pos
sesses exchange value only when it is exchanged for 
another commodity. Indeed its value in exchange 
is equated by that of the other commodity. When 
we exchange two bushels of wheat for two pounds 
of tobacco we are dealing in quantities. Indeed the 
exchange-value of any given commodity is a purely 
quantitative relation. ,

But utility, or general usefulness cannot be meas
ured as a quantity. The utility of any given 
modity such as wheat or tobacco, is purely a qual
itative relation. How can utility, a qualitative re
lation, be measured? By what means can we de
termine, in terms of quantity, the qualitative value 
of a commodity? It is impossible to do so.

If, on the other hand, it is impossible to determine 
and measure a qualitative relation then how can that 
relation serve as a measure of exchange-value! And 
if it cannot serve as a measure of value, then it is 
not the basis of value.

To approach this subject from another viewpoint 
Any given commodity must satisfy a need. It must 
possess the property of being ultimately useful in 
consumption. But its exchange-value is something 
entirely different and apart from this use-value, and 
is independent of it. A thing is exchange-value 
only to the person who has no use-value in it, and it 
loses its exchange-value when its use-value ^asserts 
itself. The use-value of a commodity is something 
inherent in its nature, in the very fnode of its exist-
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To again cite Marx :
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“We see then that that which determines the ,ny embodied for an equal time m F--rd can! ; 
magnitude of the value of any article is the ^nd ,*1*s ** the economic prodigy before *k«t I 
amount of labor socially necessary for its pro- shrine the universities of the world Mill So* !b« 
duction.”—“Capital.” vol. 1, p. 46, knees?

Therein is the triumph of Marxian economics. It 
is the only system of economics which measures the 
quantitative relation by a quantitative standard. It FROM SOVIET RUSSIA TO THE MEDICAL 
is the.scientific interpretation of economic facts, and RELIEF COM MITTEE
the complete refutation of “qualitative utilitarian
ism”
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Moscow. IVtrovica. 17.
But there is no need for us to go beyond Jevons 

himself in order to ascertain what value we need at
tach to his wonderful mathematics and complicated **• ^ F. f>. R., 
logic. Thus on page 165 we find him gravely tell
ing us that :

com- Ptoplc’s Commissariat of I’uhli Health. 
Foreign Information Divim.i?

“But though labor is never the cause of value, ^ I. Michailoxsky. Chairman. Smct Ku>«
it is in a large proportion of cases the deter
mining circumstance, and iir the following wav : l*c*r lomrade,—On behalf of the l’, -,pie's Coe-
Value depends solely on the fiw«l degree of mi*Mri»t of Public Health, Dr. X A Semashko.

. utility. How can we vary this degree of util- °.n hriialf °f the Foreign Information Wmsion of the 
ityt By having more or less of the commodity l’ommis*ariat of Public Health. I a»k you to comm 
to consume. And bow shall we get more or to Soviet Russian Medical Relief Committee<xr 
less of it? By spending more or lean labor in thanks for the aid rendered S"ict Ruvà
obtaining a supply.... In order that there may ^ *he Fommiltec during the short :» ::<«! oi i'.< a- 
be no possible mistake about this all-important *Mencc-
(?) series of relations I will restate it in a Your aid and >odr ««ivilies fill us with joy. F; 

tabular form, as follows: ticularly because they prove that the sympathies of
Coat of production determines supply, sup- ,hc hroa<* mass of thc American pe*»p!?- nr, with Sot- 

ply determines final degree of utility, final de- " 1 Fussia. 
gree-of utility determines value.”—“Theory of 
Political Economy," p. 165.
Jevons.

Having gone to the trouble to make this profound |
ence, and does not depend on the social form of its eUtcmcnt Jevons indulge» in many pages of math-
production It remains, in fact, the same use-value, !!?abC*! fom!uli to «lustrale his wonderful theory,
no matter how and where produced. 1 hcsc formula nccd not alarm us, for their many

Says Marx: pages of a fruitless hunt after x—y, tells us that: Contact with you.
"Whatever the social form of wealth may be ^ may tend to give the reader confidence in - f should like to draw your attend?" t?> the f*ct

use-values always have a substance of their îhc Prcceding theories when he finds that they that tiovict Russia needs very badlv medical equip
own, independent of that form one cannot tell . d d,rc*ly t0‘the weU known ,aw- ” #ta,cd ment, particularlv sanitary ambulance» ,|u,nint. and
by the taste of wheat whether it has been raised “rdmary ,an^f«e PohUcz\ economy, dietary foods, asfor instance condense?! milk, bouil-
by a Russian serf, a French posant or an that value is proportional to the cost of pro-
JEnglish capitalist. ... It is a necessary pre- . duction/’—lbid, p. 186. 
requirite of a commodity to be a use-value, but Fearing that this bald statement will excite the
it is immaterial to the use-value whether it is * symPathy of the reader in thc naivete of the writer, activitics of thc People’s Commissari.it of Pu®

, a commodity or not. Use-value in this indef- hc invokes thc rhetorical figures in Brown’s gram- Health. We are very desirous of being informed br
ference to the nature of its economic destina- mar and thc alg<braic equations of higher mathe-
tion, Le., use-value as such, lies outside the mathi<s to «Hustrate and qualify, until having ex-
sphere of investigation of political economy. hausted thcse source» of “matico-economics” (Jev- „. .. , .

. But it forms the material basis which di- ons Phrasc) he is good enough to say that: ' san,,ary organizations and
rectly underlies,a definite economic relation “Thus it follows that : , profession of Soviet Russia,
which we call exchange-value."—"Critique of Value per unit of —Cost of production per The Department hopes that with thc "
Political Economy,” ch. 1. unit of x ; value of unit of y—cost of produc- ment of closer relations with your Committee it « !!

Again : /tion per unit of y ; or, in other words, value is become possible in time to exchange scientific med-
“But the exchange of commodities is evid- P?.P!?rtional to 0014 of production.”—Ibid., p. iCa| treatises and nuhlications

ently an act characterized by a total abstraction -191-2. * w . ,
from use-value- Then one use-value is just as • Th‘f' lhcn« is thc outcome of this application of , ° ** *° send a 1 mai1 and pu ....fr-
good as another, provided it be present in suf- utilitarianism to economics. After 190 pages of U,"VM |,,a,tvc at Reval. with mark in n-1 <l- ^ i
ficient quantity. As usevalues commodities are, mathematical formula and intricate algebraic equa- Kcnt| * that •* should not be kept long a* ,vt'u

• above all, of different quantities, but as ex- t'ons wc arrive at the exact position occupied by " 'tb brotherly greetings and deepest pratitud?, 
change-values they arc merely different quan- Mill. If “value is proportional to cost of produc- (Signed- Dr. J KAM^
tides, and consequently do not contain an tion-” why this elaborate edifice of “utility” and Manager Foreign Information Division People's 
atom of use-value.'—“Capital,” vol. 1, p. 44. “esteem.”
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Of this sympathy we arc also assured by Cotnnfc 

Emphasis by Martens and Dr. Katva, who on their armai it 
Moscow, gave us reports of the conditions in Amtr- 
ica. and on the activities of your Committee.
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